
Hello All,  

I hope all is well with each 

of you as we roll into the Holiday 

season.  As busy as all of our lives 

are and will continue to be; it is 

very important that we all make an 

effort to spend time with family and 

friends…  to relax, unwind a little 

and remember what is truly 

important to each of us.  The JCU 

FRG has several upcoming events 

that will help provide some fun 

filled time to relax with your family 

and hopefully make some new 

friends from around the unit.  The 

FRG is holding a Troop Vs. Troop 

Beach Volleyball game at the Sonic 

on Yadkin Road, 6:30 pm on the 6th 

of November and SOCA is 

conducting its annual JSO 10K run / 

5K fun walk on the 10 of 

November, so please come out and 

participate or cheer on the unit 

members as they compete.  Coming 

up in December the JCU FRG will 

be sponsoring its annual children’s 

Holiday Party and the Anniversary 

Party.  The children’s Holiday Party 

will be help on the 12th of December 

on the compound, please contact 

you Troop Key Caller for more 

details and to RSVP.  The 

Anniversary Party is going to be 

held at the Embassy Suites on Lake 

Valley Dr. in Fayetteville on Friday, 

December 14th, as with the 

children’s event, please contact the 

FRG coordinator / Key Callers for 

more details.   Finally, the FRG is 

your conduit into the command and it 

will only be as successful in the future 

as you make it… if you have any 

ideas on how to make it better, things 

that are being done that we need to 

keep doing or things that need to 

discontinue, please feel free to contact 

me directly or if you feel more 

comfortable working through your 

Troop Key Caller that is fine as well 

but please let us know.     

Of course life in JCU is not all 

about Beach Volleyball and Holiday 

parties; our service members and 

civilians are very busy doing what 

they do for our nation and the holiday 

season does not necessarily allow 

them to take a break.  If anything they 

will be busier in the upcoming weeks; 

providing the unparalleled 

communication support to the CMD 

while trying to spend as much time 

with family and friends as possible.  B

-Troop, C-Troop, NOSC and SOROC 

have several training events spread 

throughout the next few months that 

will keep them very busy and of 

course the members of A-Troop are 

doing great work and upholding the 

Command’s reputation as “DoDs 

Finest Communicators”.   I’d like to 

thank each and every one of you for 

all of your hard work; past, present 

and future.    

  ~Steve 

Message from the Command Sergeants Major 
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Hello to one and all!  I hope that this 

letter finds everyone doing well. 

We are beginning the home stretch to 

the end of the year and things are as 

they always are; busy.  October 

proved to be a great month, at least 

for those of us during PT at 0700 in 

the morning.  The weather was great.  

We also had some great success with 

a large portion of the troop either in 

training or putting their 

training to good use.  Brent, 

Brandon, Oscar, Chris, Brian and I 

completed our Sec+ certificates and 

Justin Day is the unit's newest Navy 

Fitness Leader.  We also give a big 

hats off to Brent as he completed all 

requirements for his Naval 

Expeditionary Badge; something he 

has been working on for almost 2 

years!  Job well done!  With our 

  October is gone, where did it go!  

Although it went by like a flash, it 

was chock filled with events, 

activities, and milestones for B Troop.  

As we see Jason Loy off to ALC, we 

welcomed Chuck To back from 

SNCOA; and with that we 

congratulate him on an outstanding 

performance!  Chuck was a 

distinguished honor graduate of the 

course and although this is a 

significant accomplishment it is par 

for the course for Chuck.  

Additionally, congratulations go to 

Chuck To (over achiever) and Jody 

Elkins (Finally) for completing and 

passing the Security + course.  We 

also welcomed a small group back 

from a unique, challenging, and last 

minute TDY. October kicked off a 

long anticipated window for training.  

With B Troop comprised mostly of 

new arrivals, this allowed us the 

opportunity to learn and bond as a 

team.  Apparently our Troop SGM 

felt additional “bonding” was needed 

so he decided to have us walk the 

“Perimeter of Pain”.   Needless to say, 

we showed that walk 

whose boss! (Kinda).  

We wrapped up the month with a 

week of tactical training.  Although 

the paint balls hurt and the driving 

made some of us sick, it was a great 

training opportunity.   Although B 

Troop is moving forward, training 

hard and getting ready for the future, 
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smarts and physical training, we 

should be a full spectrum threat!  

This will serve us well as we are 

quickly approaching the SOCA 10K 

run and even more importantly, 

Turkey Day!  I hope everyone has a 

good month and an enjoyable 

Thanksgiving. 

   ~christian 

we have not forgotten our brother at 

arms Steve Comeau and his Family.  

Our thoughts, prayers, and support are 

with you and your family Steve. We 

pray for your speedy recovery…we 

have some routers that need your TLC! 

  Blue Skies!! 

   ~OT    
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Hello everyone!   

Halloween has come and gone, tons 

of sugar was most likely consumed by 

our kids (and some adults).  

Thanksgiving is just around the 

corner.  M-troop is posturing for our 

Annual Pot Luck Holiday Luncheon 

and we’re all looking forward to 

coming together and spending quality 

time with our families.  Kelly Larson 

has already e-mailed the flyer out to 

all the spouses but I thought I’d use 

this newsletter as a final reminder.  

The event will be held in the 

maintenance building on 16 

November from 11:00am to 1:00pm.  

Please have your significant other 

indicate on our list here at work what 

you intend to bring so we don’t end 

up with 7 hams!!  Who doesn’t like 

ham?  I think there are already a 

couple of turkeys on the list (Fro & 

Jessie).   Just kidding, of 

course!  Please come and 

enjoy the good food and 

great company (again, Fro & Jessie).  

We look forward to seeing you all 

here!  If you can’t cook or are afraid 

to showcase your culinary talents, I 

have a sneaky suspicion that Fro’s 

fried chicken came from KFC last 

year.  That said, every single piece 

disappeared…it’s hard to complain 

with a mouthful of chicken. 

Topher, Buxton and Drew Bowman 

are doing a great job forward and we 

wish them continued success and 

look forward to their return.  Keep up 

the great work guys!   

Mike Beach and Andy  are headed 

out soon to apply their highly valued 

skills, which is usually Mikey 

watching Andy work.  He calls it 

“supervising”.    You guys will be 

back before you know it.  Good luck 

and we’ll see you soon! 

Please congratulate Brett Anderson 

and family on his recent well-deserved 

promotion to MSgt!  We know he’ll 

put the new stripes and accompanying 

pay raise to good use! 

Congrats to Russ Pinard, Mike Larson 

and Todd Brown!  Russ and Mike 

were recently awarded their EIDW pin, 

which symbolizes a ton of hard work 

and preparation.   Great job, guys!  

Todd Brown was just selected as the 

Joint Communications Unit Civilian 

Member of the Year!  A huge 

accomplishment considering the 

competition, and considering it’s Todd 

we’re talking about.   I’m sure Todd 

will accept this award with the utmost 

humility.   If his head gets any bigger it 

will have its own solar system.  

Seriously, Well done Todd! 

Thanks to all for your hard work and 

commitment to excellence.  Keep up 

the great work! Take care and stay 

safe.    ~Mike  Addaman 

Hello, 

To all the members of D Troop and 

the families welcome back from block 

leave. I hope you enjoyed your leave 

and spent some valuable time with 

each other. I would like to say 

congratulations to the Duncan and 

Walle families on their recent family 

additions. Now it’s back to work and 

as you all know the pace never slows. 

We congratulate Stan, Kyle, and 

Jason on their recent promotion to 

MSG (Army type). They all plan on 

taking a trip down to the PX and other 

social GI hangouts on base and try out 

their new rocker to really see how it 

feels on them.  We also had CPO 

Thomas successfully find a way to 

fall out of a perfectly good airplane 

and enjoy some real Army training 

down at Ft Benning. Just when he 

thought the fun was 

over, Stan manifested 

him for the unit jump the next week 

so he never got chance to think about 

terminating. We also have Sam down 

at Ft Benning earning his airborne 

wings so he can cover up those air 

assault wings. The troop has been 

focused all month on getting all of 

our equipment checked and ready to 

go. We ended the month with a good 

training exercise where the team put 

everything they have been going 

over the last few weeks together. So 

far were looking like a fine tuned 

automobile fresh off the lot. I hope 

everyone was able to get out and do 

some Trick or Treating on 

Halloween. I’m sure there are some 

great family photo moments and 

stories out there. We have Paul, Rob, 

and Deboris down at Ft Gordon 

showing the rest of the Army signal 

soldiers why they are part of DOD’s 

Finest. We had to say farewell to the 

Smith Family, although they didn’t go 

far. David is over with SMT getting 

smarter than he already was. Amy 

moved just down the road from us, so 

we will still get to see her on 

occasions. We like to thank them both 

for all the hard work and 

contributions they made to the D 

Troop team. We also said farewell to 

Jason Benavidez and Tyler Reese as 

they moved up in the world to the 

NOSC. We thank them both for 

everything they also did for the Troop 

as well. We had Del Walker retire 

from the USAF after 21 years of 

faithful service and just over 12 years 

with DOD Finest. Del and family, 

thank you all for your selfless service. 

    

   ~Dennis 



We hope everyone is doing well as 

the winter weather rolls in. HHT 

continues to recruit, push paperwork 

and plan like nobody’s business. We 

are welcoming PS1 (AW) Autumn E. 

Johnson to the ADMIN section and 

saying goodbye to YN1 Harold 

“Sham” Shamblin. MSG Bradford 

will be transitioning soon to a new job 

also. He is sitting down the hill for the 

next few months but will continue to 

take care of the unit from there until 

his replacement return. Thanks to the 

entire ADMIN section for ensuring all 

paperwork is straight and staying on 

top of all the units career needs, the 

pride and ownership this shop takes in 

the unit members is nothing short of 

impressive. Budget hopefully 

recovered this month from September 

and end of year closeouts. Recruiting 

and the Human Resources section 

continue to mentor the unit from 

down the hall. Dookie (Todd Spencer) 

has been extremely busy planning a 

10K and “training” for another 10K. 

Grumpy Ken continues to be grumpy 

in the S&T office but 

Jeff and Mary work 

their hardest to keep spirits up and 

try to spread holiday cheer to even 

the grumpiest of grumpys. Bruce 

Becherini has returned from a much 

needed “vacation”. Hope the rays 

weren’t too hot 

Bruce. Randy 

Amsler continues 

to recover and 

seems in high 

spirits. Thanks to 

all that have 

offered support 

and all that have 

supported him and 

his family this 

past year. Sean 

and his shop 

remain focused 

and continue to 

provide support to 

all wherever they 

may be. We 

would hope 

everyone who is 

in town can attend 

the Children’s 
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In October, the NOSC welcomed 

several new personnel tot he unit.  

New military members include: TSgt 

Jason Benavides, PO1 Tyler Reese, 

and SSG MIke Phillips to the AIS 

Detachment.  AIS also gained several 

ARMA contractors:  Cody Brashears, 

Donnell Lawson, JR Hughes, Ken 

Grimes, and KC Hunt.  We also 

would like to welcome JR Hughes' 

new baby boy.  TSGT Jeremy Bloom 

redeployed from the SYSCON, 

successfully completing his 31st tour.  

Congratulations go out to several unit 

members who demonstrated the 

NOSC's prowess this past month.  Al 

Eline earned the JCU Service Member 

of the Quarter, while 

SSG Mike Phillips 

graduated ALC as an Honor 

Graduate.  Our newest Warrant 

Officer completed some much 

needed training at Camp Slappy.   

The unit continued to increase its 

technical abilities and had several 

members completed training and 

earned certifications.  Jeff Ingraham 

became a CCNP, while SCPO Mike 

Martinez, PO1 Al Eline, and TSgt 

Jeremy Bloom earned their CCNA's.  

Pete Nunnery and Leon Hamilton 

earned their Security Plus 

certifications as well.  And for the 

second time, MSgt Mike Williams 

passed the CCIE Route Switch 

written exam -- congrats Mike, now 

onto the lab.   

The NOSC lost some longtime 

members over the past few weeks.  

TSgt Joe Cade moved to Jack-istan 

and is now part of JCU SMT.  Even 

though he was only in the unit for a 

year, we said farewell to MSG James 

"Sponge" Lewis, who moved to 

another SMU.  I'm sure we'll see him 

again very soon.  Randy Amsler 

continues his road to recovery and has 

moved to HHT and Steve Alexander 

is recovering from much needed hip 

surgery.    

I hope you enjoy the fall weather and 

don't eat too much of your kids' 

candy.   

   ~Tom 

Holiday party and Adult Anniversary 

Party in December. If you have any 

questions about either, please contact 

your unit leadership. Have a safe 

November and Happy Thanksgiving! 

   -Vanessa 



The past few weeks have been a blur 

of activity and forecast calls for much 

of the same.  In the midst of 

everything going on, SMT brought 

new personnel into the fold.  First is 

Jerry Dover, he is coming back to 

JCU after a year PCS to Korea; prior 

to that, he was in M-Troop Electronic 

Maintenance section.  He’s come a 

long way from the workbenches of 

Maintenance and will be earning his 

RockStar status by being the DCG’s 

RTO.  Next are Joe Cade and Stephen 

Alexander, both coming to SMT from 

the NOSC.  Joe and Steve are 

assigned to EST and are quickly 

learning the trade from Mark.  Other 

goings on in the troop: Luke Blum is 

a new JumpMaster, 

completing the 

USASOC JM course.  A 

few of the guys spent 

some time honing their offensive/

defensive driving skills, weapons 

handling, and hostile-contact 

response skills with Gryphon Group, 

and a few others trained on climbing 

sheer-rock faces at Pilot Mtn, while 

others did some high-altitude 

military free-fall training.  Not only 

does SMT sharpen our tactical skills, 

but we’ve got guys in technical 

courses like Network+ and 

Security+.  On top of tactical and 

technical training, we’ve got guys 

doing to PME.  Jory Mathis 

completed ALC and Mark Krob is 

currently attending SLC.  In SMT, as 

we improve our tradecraft, we apply 

them in various real-world and 

exercise events.  EC Main RTOs were 

doing their RockStar stuff in places 

like Qatar, France, Germany, 

Scotland, Turkey, Afghanistan, 

Hungary, D.C., Texas, and Florida.  

Josh Espersen, Noel Santiago, and 

Ceven Epps continue to do Great 

things in the AOR and abroad.  SRT 

welcomed back Jonas from 

deployment and with Jason and Josh 

still deployed, sent the rest of their 

guys to support a medical exercise.   

CST welcomed back Mike from 

deployment and sent out Chad.  IO 

has been busy doing their “magic”…

not really sure what they do, but 

they’ve churned out Air Force award 

winners like Sean Collins and Bernard 

Byer.  I close this entry out with EST.  

EST has been at times… just Mark 

Garcia…but, the Shark has made 

things happen.    ~Doug 

Amy Smith (D Troop) 

Gabe and Christy Boyer (NOSC) 

Harold and Rachel Shamblin (ADMIN) 

David Smith received his 

well deserved BSM from 

MAJ Bender. 

Amy Smith receives 

the DMSM for her 

time spent in JCU. 

Thanks Amy for all 

the laughs, inappro-

priate comments and 

awkward moments. 



(L) Jef Drew receiving his DMSM. Drew and his 

family are leaving in December. Good luck! 

 

Brandon Moorehead receives the coveted Gold 

wings for his 10th jump! Congrats Brandon! 

 

Pictures 
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(L)Jason “Benny” Benavides receives his Bronze 

Star, well deserved! 

(R) Joe “serious” Cade earned a BSM also. 

Awesome job Joe! 

 

 

There is still time to run the JSO 10K. See the 

flyer on Page 9 for details. 1k McDonalds 

burritos need to get eat-

en!! There will also be hot 

chocolate and hot coffee to 

get you warm before and 

keep you warm after the 

race. See you there! 
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(L) MSgt Brett Anderson and Capt Maddox during 
Brett’s promotion to MSgt, CONGRATS!! 

CSM Long, Mr Mike Paleaz and LTC Johnston 
during an LPD where Mr Paleaz spoke about the 
early days of JCU, thanks for your time, it was a 

great event! 

(L) Mat Heist finally receiving his Bronze Star. He 
was lucky enough to have his parents attend as 

well, both retired SFC (ARMY).  

Chris was finally in one place long enough 
where the CDR could award him a much 

earned Bronze Star. (R) 

(L) Luke Blum was awarded his BSM as well. 
Luke also graduated from Jumpmaster school 

this month. Congrats Luke! 
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TOTAL TODAY= 28 

2009 Record= 25 

 

Baby News 
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Congrats to the following parents: 

 Heather and Harley Brydon had triplets on 

the 6th of Ocotber. All three babies are 

doing fine. Mom and Dad are probably 

alittle tired though. 

Kinzlee Ann, 4 lbs 6 oz, 17” long 

Adalynn Joann 4 lbs 9 oz, 17.5” long 

Wyatt Joseph, 4 lbs 11 oz, 17.75” long 

 Tim and Ashlynne Duncan had Quinne Ma-

rie (pictured on right) on 9 October. She 

weighed in at 8 lbs 2 oz and was 21” long 

 Julian and Chi Walle welcomed Zane Vu on 

the 9th as well. He weighed in at 7 lbs 6 

oz and was 20.5” long 

 Mr and Mrs JR Hughes had a baby boy on  

16 November. He weighed in at 7 lbs 2 

oz. Mom and baby are doing fine 

 Donnell and Shanna Lawson gave birth to 

Shiloh Denise on 31 October. She weighed 

in at 6 lbs 7 oz.  

 Mallory and Phil Mistretta had their baby, 

Liam James, on 3 November. He weighed 

in at 8 lbs 12 oz, 22.5” long (wow). Mom 

and baby are doing fine.  

BABY NEWS 

 

The unit has already broken the record of babies 

they’ve had this year. Too many deployment returns? 

Not sure but we have 2 more on the way that I know 

of that are due this year. Current JCUAC members 

receive a gift card, certificate and onesie (seen above 

on Miss Quinne). If I have missed you for some rea-

son, let me know. Please send your baby pics to 

moakv@jdi.socom.mil 
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October 1 Promotions/Birthdays/Announcements 

Congrats to MSgt Brett An-

derson and his family for 

getting promoted to Mas-

ter Sergeant!  

Welcome to the Senior 

ranks! 

Pete Nunnery (50!)   1 Nov 

Jimmy Bermudez   3 Nov 

Steve Maddox    5 Nov 

Mark Garcia    6 Nov 

Shane Simpson   10 Nov 

Brandon Works   10 Nov 

Jeremy Jenkins   10 Nov 

Tim Tapio    14 Nov 

Gigi Gill    14 Nov 

Allan Guess    16 Nov 

Jon Woosley    16 Nov 

Tom Rascon    18 Nov 

Jason Muncy    19 Nov 

Andrew Reynolds   19 Nov 

Kyle Roscoe    21 Nov 

Robert Newbry   21 Nov 

Ramondoe Goodrich   23 Nov 

Bruce Becherini   24 Nov 

Al Eline    25 Nov 

BIRTHDAYS 

ANNIVERSARIES 

Jason and Robin Loy    1 Nov 

Larkin and Carrie Dennison   2 Nov 

Jeanice and Joseph Wehner   5 Nov 

Tony and Erika Carrillo   5 Nov 

Cliff and Tiffany Varnadoe   5 Nov 

Joe and Shannon Silvernail   7 Nov 

Brent and Malissa Borden   10 Nov 

Martin and Robin Wallace   14 Nov 

Todd and Marsha Spencer   15 Nov 

Del and Gini Walker    15 Nov 

Anthony and Ebonie Garcia   17 Nov 

Mary and Jeremy Crawford   17 Nov 

Gus and Carla Daffara   21 Nov 

Bryce and Melissa Hixson   21 Nov 

Emily and Will Crockett   21 Nov 

Jory and Jennifer Mathis   25 Nov 

Robert and Rebecca Parthun   27 Nov 

Rich and Denise McAlister   30 Nov 

Sully and Mrs Sully (Una-Lee)  Sullivan 30 Nov 

 

Congratulations to the following 

service members who earned 

Service Member of the Year for 

their respective services: 

SAILOR OF THE YEAR 

ET1 Al Eline (NOSC) 

SOLDIER OF THE YEAR 

SSG Luis Gonzalez (B Trp) 

AIRMAN OF THE YEAR 

SSgt Bernard Byer (SMT) 

MARINE OF THE YEAR 

Sgt Chris Cole (B Trp) 

Service Member of 

the YEAR went to 

SSG Kramer (A Trp) 









 Newsletter Change! 

We are going to be doing the newslet-

ter once a quarter starting in January.  

Thank you, 

Vanessa 

                                                        JCU FRG Key Callers 

JCU FRC Gillian Long  624-7611  gillian12266@me.com 

A-Troop Eli Arroyo-Allen  635-6955  madrinaeg@aol.com 

B-Troop Nancy Eveler  845-548-4959  nm2003@verizon.net 

C-Troop Natalie Martin  919-498-1192  mrsmartin4@hotmail.com 

D-Troop Gini Walker  919-499-5710  ginimomof4@windstream.net 

SMT-Troop Carleen Nichols 818-2744  cnichols16@nc.rr.com 

NOSC  Kim Leach  480-1118  dawgs2win@embarqmail.com 

M-Troop Kelly Larson  530-524-4038  larson101@gmail.com  

SOROC Patricia Gonzalez 910-286-1384  realtorpg@live.com 

LEADERSHIP THAT CARES 

Position Name Work Home 

Commander LTC Wade Johnston  243-0200 919-499-1492 

CSM CSM Steve Long  243-0201 568-6408 

DCO MAJ Andy Bender 243-8850    263-8161 

Unit 1SG 1SG Vanessa Moak  243-0469    988-4473 

OPS Officer MAJ Ken Rutka  243-0524    706-587-8884 

Ops SGM SGM Steve Trevino 243-2439 584-1239 

ECS CDR Capt Mike Maddox 243-4556 404-376-2307 

ECS SGM SGM Rob Flaker 243-4556 584-1238 

A-Troop SGM ETCS Dave Allen 243-1321    639-1388 

B-Troop SGM SMSgt Scott Eveler 243-4079    322-0210 

C-Troop SGM SMSgt Christian Martin  243-0115    919-498-1192 

D-Troop SGM MSG Dennis Smith 243-4147    429-5443 

SMT Troop SGM SGM Jack Nichols   243-1589 424-1805 

NOSC SGM    MSG Chris Leach  243-0991    480-1118 

NOSC Director LTC Tom Rascon 243-4075 973-2489 

M-Troop SGM ETCM Mike Addaman   243-0439    487-0293  

S&T NCOIC    SFC Jeff Carlson 243-0577    352-263-3660 

XO Maj Mark Landez 243-2301 478-320-8869 

SOROC TAC 1SG Jon Woosley 243-8125 574-1515 

JCU FRC Mrs. Gillian Long  624-7611 

Social Worker  Mrs. Wanda Crawford   396-7489  

Chaplain Office Mrs. Windia Mitchell 243-2515  

JSOC FRG Mrs. Marie VanHeusen    396-7500  

Mark your calendars for these important dates 

10 November 16th Annual JSO 10K Run-5K Walk   0800-1030: McKellar’s Lodge 

17 November 50th Annual JFK-50 Mile Ultra-Marathon  All day: Hagerstown, MD  

8 December JSOC Breakfast with Santa    Sports USA, Fort Bragg (Longstreet) 

12 December  JCU Children's Holiday Party   PPF 1600-1900 

14 December JCU Anniversary Ball    Embassy Suites, Fayetteville (by Toys-r-Us) 1800-UTC 


